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AUTHOR'S NOTE: In programs and playbills, the role of Captain Chapman should not be listed as the actual actress. 
The role should instead be listed as played by Alastair Falk. Mr. Falk's bio and headshot should both be pretentious 
and illustrious, as fitting the time of production. The actual performer should instead be listed as an understudy. At 
each performance there should be an insert announcing: "This evening the role of Captain Chapman will be 
performed by PERFORMER'S NAME, the understudy." This should be accompanied with a headshot.

Every effort should be made to use real water throughout the show. As a practical matter, blue confetti may be 
substituted as long as real water is used to get the cast wet when returning from diving into the ocean. Please use 
a fake plant in order to avoid killing one with every performance. I can't have those deaths on my conscience.

I feel it necessary to make an unfortunately long note on the tone of the show. Yes, it is a broad, wild, and 
hopefully funny play. But that should not mean that it does not come from deep, sincere emotion. Comedy should 
not prohibit exploration of the human condition, but rather serve as a tool with which emotional truths can be even 
better conveyed in a heightened, almost fairy-tale like environment. This play, just like the characters within it, has a 
lot of heart. There are many sad things in both, and those are just as real, and just as important as the silly words 
and sight gags. Breaking and warming hearts should be just as important as getting laughs.

As real people, with real sadness, it is easy for us to categorize characters as funny or straight, and depending on 
context decide that being one is more important than being the other. Nothing could be further from the truth. If 
you have lived even one moment on this Earth, or any other planet for that matter, you will know that even in the 
darkest of hours comedy blossoms, just as during the most ecstatic laughter and joy we can, like Felix, feel most 
alone. 

Actors in this play, you must do your best to forget that this is a funny show. Instead, allow yourself to feel, truly 
and deeply, the heartbreak, the adventure, and the desperate wants and needs of the characters in this story. The 
further away from comedy you move -- the lower the lows, and higher the highs -- the funnier this show will get. It is 
counter-intuitive, but I firmly believe it.



CHARACTERS

FELIX BROWN, 18, a bookish dreamer who grew up on adventure stories.

FELICIA MARSH, 18, daughter of a military man, running away from an arranged marriage.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN, 50's, a mean son of a bitch trying to forget his tragic past. (To be played by a young woman)

HENLEY, 60's, a real salty dog of a sailor who can cuss with the best of them. (To be played by a young woman)

DONNACH, 40's, Scottish and incredibly superstitious after one too many shipwrecks.

HERSH, 30's, the first mate, and an incredible pencil pusher who cultivates an impressive vocabulary to semblate 
intelligent.

FRITZ, a remarkably clever joker who always seems to know what's up.

COOK, fat and ugly and generally one-upped by the rest of the crew, but wishes he were important.

ETOILE, a mermaid, beautiful but shy, who falls in love too easily.

NARWHAL, GIANT SQUID, & SEA MONSTER, lonely and depressed to be the freaks of the sea. (To be played by 
same person)

AMELIA EARHART, 50's, a sexual dynamo who has been trapped on a desert island for an awfully long time.

RUMRUNNER, trapped on an island for twenty years, so he's gone pretty crazy by now, and hates the evils of 
alcohol.

FELIX MARSH, 18, Felicia's twin brother.

MUSICIAN, wishes he could just play a song even though it's been forbidden. (Can be cast male or female)

SETTING

The deck of The Diligence, an old galleon already outdated by several decades. She's falling apart and hardly 
seaworthy, but scrappy nonetheless.



Act One

The stage is curtained by a large map, outlining the details of our 
voyage: a sailing vessel on stage right leaving port from Cape Cod, 
the face of the Northern Wind blowing the ship off course, a 
narwhal, mermaids, sirens, sea monsters, dragons, Nazi submarines, 
Amelia Earhart, Rumrunners, a ghost ship, a huge haul of fish, 
sharks, and finally stage left the ship returning home, weighed down 
with heavy nets full of cod.

This is all on visible rigging, creating the sense of sails that can be 
hoisted if needed. Waves lap softly.

A crow’s nest sits above the audience stage left. HENLEY, an old 
blind fisherman (played as convincingly as possible by a girl), peeks 
down from it.

HENLEY
Ahoy there! I’m an old blind man, as you can see (I can’t), and I’m here to tell you the story of Felix and 
The Diligence, the greatest fishing tale you ever did hear. It starts in Nantucket, 1944. Would be the 
height of cod fishing season, but there were German U-Boats clogging up the Atlantic, meaning the only 
ships not at war were old galleons, ships nobody knew nothing about sailing anymore, except for old-timers 
like me. That’s why Captain Chapman brought me along, that, and my visions.

Henley hops down and blindly stumbles along to the rigging, which 
he hauls up, revealing the stage - the deck of the Diligence. It’s an 
old sailing vessel, outdated by eighty years.

The COOK is fast asleep on a stool, with FRITZ sitting next to him, 
peeling potatoes into a bucket. Both are frozen.

HENLEY
Welcome aboard The Diligence. We had a ragtag crew working that season. That’s cook, the fat ugly one 
there, taking a nap. You’ve got to have one of those. And that’s Fritz, a regular jokester. They’ll be 
helping out, hauling lines, doing shadow puppets. Sort of thankless parts if you ask me, but, we can’t all 
be narrating. Well that’s probably enough of me jawboning. I’ll let you get to it.

Fritz peels potatoes as Cook snores.

HENLEY
Yep, I’ll just head down there, not interrupt for a while... But I’ll probably have to jump in again soon. 
Sorry... Hell, it’s my story, I’ll jump in whenever the hell I want. You can not fucking stop me! Go ahead, 
talk already!

Fritz finishes peeling his potato and looks over to the sleeping Cook. 
He tries to poke him awake, but the Cook doesn’t react. Timidly, he 
speaks.

FRITZ
Cook? Cook?



Cook awakes with a start and a YELL, shocking Fritz, who jumps 
back, accidentally spilling his bucket of potatoes.

COOK
What the hell did you do that for?

FRITZ
I’m finished peeling the potatoes.

Henley enters, freezing the action.

HENLEY
Alright, alright. I forgot how boring things are before you’re actually at sea. You lot don’t care about 
peeling potatoes. We’ll just do the highlights till we leave port.

FRITZ
Um, Henley?

HENLEY
What?

FRITZ
What about our slapstick routine?

HENLEY
Skip it.

COOK
We put a lot of time into it.

HENLEY
Fine, but double time it. I’ll wait.

Fritz and Cook get up, and mark through a small slapstick routine in 
double time. There’s tripping over potatoes, getting hit with broom 
handles, falling over one another. It’s brief, and ends with Cook 
upstage with his pants down.

Just as Cook turns around to face Fritz, FELICIA MARSH, 18, runs 
onto the ship in a wedding dress and crashes into Cook. She 
bounces off of him and falls to the floor, startled.

Felicia, Cook, and Fritz YELL in surprise.

HENLEY
(to audience)

Good thing we kept that, huh? This is Felicia Marsh. She’s 18, running away from getting married to some 
fellow her parents liked. We’ll just sail through this so you can get the gist of it. Had to pretend to be a 
boy to get a job on the ship. I knew she was a girl the whole time. Felicia, you can change. 

Felicia exits.
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HENLEY
Donnach! Donnach!

DONNACH MACRAE, a crusty, middle aged Scotsman, enters.

DONNACH
Blackbeard’s white cock! I thought we had a U-boat attacking us. But it’s just you, eh Henley?

HENLEY
(to audience)

Donnach Macrae is a Scotsman, and the superstitiest man I ever met. He’s an old coot, keeps a damn 
plant on board and talks with it.

A spotlight focuses on Donnach as a Habenaria plant is dramatically 
flown in from above, which he grabs.

DONNACH
(to plant)

Oh sweet Mortimer, you are looking mighty tall today, and your leaves, softer than a seagull’s cunny.

HENLEY
See what I mean?

FELIX BROWN walks up the gangway to board. He’s 18, wide-eyed, 
a bookish dreamer.

HENLEY
This here youngin’ is Felix Brown, a bookworm grown up on adventure stories. Once he tried to live in a 
tree like Robinson Crusoe, but fell and broke his arm, so his parents chopped down their orchard. That 
kinda kid.

Action resumes. Felix steps on with his left foot.

DONNACH
(crosses self)

Crapping kelpies! We’re already risking our lives with those Kraut u-boats! Now you want to go cursing our 
souls to the fiery depths of hellfire for all fiery eternity. 

FELIX
I’m sorry?

DONNACH
Damn right. You can’t go boarding a ship left foot first, bad luck. That’s a muckle bowl of wrong that is, eh 
Mortimer? Quick, turn round seven times.

Felix does so.

FELIX
I’m sorry, Captain, I just...
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DONNACH
I ain’t the captain. I, young lad, am the steward.

FELIX
What does that mean?

DONNACH
I get stewed. 

He pulls out a flask and takes a tug. HERSH DANIELS, the first mate, 
enters. He speaks with a strong sense of pride, relishing his own use 
of language.

HENLEY
That’s Hersh, the first mate. Knows a whole shit ton of words, and does all the Captain’s paperwork. 
Smartest pencil pusher I ever met, nose always buried in a ledger.

HERSH
Why are you circomlocuting aboard this vessel?

Felix finally stops spinning.

FELIX
Captain, I’ve come for a job on the Diligence.

He tries to stand up straight and salute, but falls over.

FELIX
This is the Diligence isn’t it?

HERSH
This ship needs fewer rickdevils out for fortuitous glorification, and more drudge-minded types, willing to 
suffer the slains of obligatory functioning.

FELIX
Oh, but I am! To be out on the sea, the backbreaking work, with no reward but a too short night’s sleep in 
a tiny hammock --

DONNACH
We got cots. Mighty uncomfortable.

FELIX
Even better! A cot! To sleep at sea, and wake up to the salt air with your fellow men working alongside 
you. That’s the thrill of fishing the big game. What are we fishing for?

HERSH
Gadus Morhua. 

DONNACH
Cod.
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FELIX
You mean I could be a cod fisherman? Oh boy! 

(out)
Hello, I fish for cod. Pleased to meet you. Yes, that’s right, cod is the beef of the sea. Oh, why thank you, 
yes, that strong fish smell is coming from me.

(snaps back to reality)
Sorry, I’ve got a very powerful imagination.

HERSH
Donnach, what do you pensy?

DONNACH
Shit, we could use all the help we can get. Ain’t exactly simple crewing an old piece of crap galleon like this 
one. Everybody likes the steamers. You know, in my day, we didn’t even have steam invented yet, we still 
couldn’t boil water no way no how. We were hoisting sails and drinking cold tea before we were even born. 
Things sure have changed now, boy. You kids today don’t know a crawdadding thing. Bet the kid never 
even touched a mop.

FELIX
Well, I know how to mop! I’ve been mopping my father’s store since before I could walk. My ma’d push the 
stroller around and I’d hold onto the mop handle.

HERSH
We’ll wangle you one percenticule of the haul. As the only codular importers, our profits will be barometric. 
That’s standard recompensation.

FELIX
I’ll take it.

They shake on it.

HERSH
We disport at the solar gloaming, for secrecy’s sake. I have paperwork for you to significate.

Hersh starts to dig through all the papers he’s carrying, looking for 
the right one.

Felicia reenters, disguised as a boy, dressed like Felix. Henley moves 
over towards her.

HENLEY
(to Hersh)

Hersh, got a young boy here, wants some adventure out on the high sea.

DONNACH
We already got one a those! Give us a man with hair on his chest, not a wee bairn! I’m surrounded by 
goons and no goodnicks.

(finishes flask)
I’m blootered.

Hersh finally finds what he was looking for and holds it out.
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HERSH
Pursuant to our previous parlance, here is your paperwork, Felix.

Henley hands it over to Felicia.

HENLEY
Well that was speedy. Here you are Felix.

HERSH
Henley, who is this personage? 

HENLEY
Felix.

FELIX
I’m Felix.

FELICIA
Me too.

DONNACH
Bloody hell. Twins. Always give me the sheevies when they dress alike.

FELICIA
We’re not twins. I’m here for a job. Adventure on the high seas, far away from Nantucket. As soon as 
possible, please, Captain.

HERSH
I? I commandeer not, juvenite. When you vizzy the Capitane, you’ll cognize how lictious that semblates.

FELICIA
Well, applesauce! Where the heck is the Captain?

HERSH
Farthermost, you’d be supercilious. We’ve already procharged a boy Felix.

FELICIA
I’m a boy! I mean... Also.

HERSH
We could compensate you one percentagate.

FELIX
Is that more than one percenticule?

FELICIA
I’ll take it.

HERSH
Let me contractuate you Felix.
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FELICIA & FELIX
Thanks!

They glare at one another.

HERSH
While I’m expediting, ought not you laborious types be ship-shaping the ship’s shape?

Nobody moves.

FELICIA
Do people understand him, generally?

HENLEY
Yeah.

HERSH
Travail? Work?

ALL
Sir! Yes sir! Will do! Etc.

Donnach and Henley bustle to work, Felix & Felicia trying to follow 
suit.

HENLEY
(to audience)

Of course, you may be wondering --

FELICIA
Where’s the Captain? Why won’t anybody answer that?

HENLEY
Ahem.

(Felicia looks guilty)
You may be wondering where the captain is. Well, Captain Chapman was just now getting to the ship. He 
was a tall man, old and wise, just like me. An old man, with wrinkles. Here he is now.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN. He is played by a she, and his clothes are way 
too big for him. He has a sword, and a hat that keeps falling over his 
eyes. Nothing fits. He tries desperately to look imperious, and taller.

HENLEY
See how tall and broad shouldered the man is? He could scare you stiff with just one look of his piercing 
eyes, and he had a booming voice.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
(quietly)

Who are you?
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HENLEY
A terrifying voice. Like a thunderstorm in a gale. Pretty loud, really, louder than you’d think, because he 
was scary and we were all afraid of him.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
(too loud)

Who are you?

FELICIA & FELIX
Felix.

Captain Chapman starts to offer his hand to shake.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
(friendly)

Oh, nice to meet you.

Henley stops him before he can shake hands with either Felix.

HENLEY
And he was a mean son of a bitch, too!

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Damn it, I won’t stand for tomfoolery! Both of you are Felix?

FELIX
No, I’m Felix.

FELICIA
Me too.

FELIX
Pleased to meet you.

Captain Chapman, furious, throws the contracts down in a mess.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Somebody clean that up!

Felix grabs them.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
And don’t just stand there with your mouths wide as your mothers’ legs. Get to work!

FELICIA
Yes sir.

They try to look busy, but clearly don’t know what to do. The Captain 
paces with wide, menacing steps.
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FELIX
We don’t know what to do.

FELICIA
We’re still new, you know?

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
That is all too apparent. I can’t be coddling young boys. This isn’t an orphanage for boy coddling. Hersh 
where in God’s name are you? Set sail, damn it!

He heads belowdeck, fixing his hat and holding his pants from 
falling.

FELICIA
What a jerk.

FELIX
It’s not like he’s going to take one of us under his wing right at the very beginning. No, he’s got to be 
mean at first, so then when he helps out later and mentors us about the ways of the high seas, it means 
more, you know?

DONNACH
Oy, Felix, help me hoist the sail!

FELIX
I know what that means!

Felix runs over to help pull line that raises the main sail, on stage.

FELIX
Now what we need’s a song, right?

A MUSICIAN enters from stage right, strumming a mandolin.

HENLEY
Hold it! Hold it! No! No! No!

The Musician immediately stops, and is sad to be waved off by 
Henley. 

HENLEY
(to audience)

Captain Chapman, as a sad mean cur, didn’t allow no singing, as it interrupted his melancholy, or made it 
worse, I don’t remember. Now, that made sailing with the man mighty dull, but it was better dull than to 
have him angry with you.

FELIX
Well gosh, that’s terrible.

HERSH
Not as terrible as if the Captain audiates you.
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The Captain comes up from his cabin.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
What the fuck’s going on up here you sons of whores? Did I hear the putrescent sounds of a mandolin? 
What have I expressly said about mandolins, Donnach?

DONNACH
That if you heard one you’d hang me from the mainsail by my balls.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
And I’ll do it! I’ll hang you by your balls! Gladly! There may be rough weather coming, on top of the German 
U-Boats. It is the stormy season, we need to be especially careful. I want a sharp lookout at all times.

HENLEY
Aye, aye, Captain!

Henley starts to climb up to the crow’s nest, slipping occasionally.

FELICIA
Isn’t he blind?

DONNACH
Only his eyes are.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Set sail already!

The ship sets sail, as Felix & Felicia head to look out ahead, and a 
WIND kicks up, the lights change. It should be a very dramatic, silent 
tableau. Fritz turns a crank and the backdrop changes from day to a 
starry blue night sky.

HENLEY
(climbing down)

This would be one hell of a dramatic moment if we had some music, but since it weren’t allowed, we’ll just 
skip ahead until we’re already at sea a bit.

Fritz keeps turning the crank and the background revolves back 
around to day. Henley climbs back up the crow’s nest.

HENLEY
Don’t see any U-Boats captain!

DONNACH
See that ship though!

He points to the silhouette of an old sailing galleon trailing them in 
the distance, as a shadow puppet.

FELICIA
It looks like they’re following us!
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CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Bet they’re trying to cash in on our illegal cod business, eh? Using an old galleon too, I see.

FELICIA
You’re probably right, Captain!

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
(swells, proudly)

I know I am. I am the Captain, after all.

FELICIA
They’re definitely not following us for any other reason, like on account of me. I mean, who’d want to 
follow me to sea?

Fritz rolls his eyes.

HENLEY
Well, Captain, there’s nothing to worry about. I saw it all last night in my sleep. Smooth sailing and a big 
haul.

DONNACH
Knock wood.

HENLEY
Yep, smooth sailing and clear skies.

There is immediately a large THUNDERCLAP. The sky goes dark and 
the wind kicks up, causing a pounding rain.

Fritz and the Cook come out (doubling now as stagehands) with 
buckets of water that they splash the crew with.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Henley!

HENLEY
Yes sir?

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
You feel that storm?

HENLEY
No sir.

Fritz runs over and splashes Henley, who struggles down from his 
perch.

HENLEY
Maybe a bit, sir! We’ll all get soaked!
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FRITZ
I can’t really feel the storm for some reason!

HERSH
The fishery’s reimplaining with water. Whatever isn’t affixated, I want you all to ejaculate seaward!

The Captain paces around, laughing maniacally as waves splash over 
the sides of the deck, crashing into him. 

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Poseidon, we meet again! Do your worst! 

The Musician swings onto the stage from a rope, SCREAMING, until 
he swings back off.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
We aren’t afraid of getting our panties wet! We’re fishermen, not nuns!

Felix runs around grabbing life preservers and throwing them 
overboard, but not before he puts one on.

FELICIA
Not the life preservers, you idiot!

Henley comes out with Donnach’s plant.

DONNACH
What’re you doing? That’s Mortimer!

HENLEY
It all goes!

Henley throws the potted plant overboard. A spotlight hits Donnach 
as he falls to his knees, screaming to the gods as the storm ravages 
him and the ship.

DONNACH
Mortimer! No! Why?

Cook hits Donnach with a bucket of water.

HENLEY
Fortunately for us, the storm was already breaking.

Fritz hits Henley straight in the mouth with a pail of “storm.”

HENLEY
I said it’s already breaking.
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The sun starts to break through the clouds. The ship that was 
following them has gone from the background.

Fritz sits on his bucket, exhausted.

FRITZ
Phew, that was a rough one.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
What are you good for nothings doing sitting there? Swab the deck, you.

Fritz reluctantly picks up his mop and starts swabbing.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Cook?

COOK
(glad to be stopped)

Yes Captain, anything Captain.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
I’ll take my supper in captain’s quarters. And less burnt than usual. I’d like to be able to eat it without 
soaking it in water first.

COOK
Certainly, sir.

DONNACH
Why the bloody hell you throw Mortimer overboard?

HENLEY
I threw someone overboard again?

FELICIA
You threw his plant overboard.

DONNACH
That wasn’t just any plant, that’s a Habenaria!

HENLEY
I’m blind! I don’t know what I’m throwing overboard. Hersh says throw things, I say, okay.

DONNACH
(to Felix)

It’s your fault!

FELIX
How is it my fault?

DONNACH
Always bad luck to hire a greenhorn.
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FELIX
Other Felix is new too!

DONNACH
Other Felix is just a boy.

FELICIA
That’s right.

DONNACH
No harm hiring ‘em young, but once they’re full grown --

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Felix, come with me.

FELIX
Oh boy.

(to Felicia)
I told you he’d take me under his wing.

(to himself)
Me, a captain’s apprentice. Getting advice about how to command a ship in times of strife, and learning a 
lot about myself too. What’s that? Oh, yes. Well, Captain Chapman always used to tell me --

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Never mind. Other Felix, come with me.

FELIX & FELICIA
What?

The Captain and Felicia exit. Fritz enters as Donnach and Henley 
unwrap a net and take it to release behind the ship. Fritz turns the 
crank back over to night.

FRITZ
Hey, Felix, old buddy old pal, mind helping me with something?

FELIX
Oh, sure thing, Fritz, whose name I learned earlier. 

FRITZ
Great! Generally from eight to midnight, I keep watch. But if you’ll watch that side of the ship, that should 
cut the work in half. Then we can be done by ten.

FELIX
I don’t really know if that’s how it works.

FRITZ
Sure it is. Twice the looking out, half the time.

FELIX
What are we looking for?
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FRITZ
Other ships, fish in the nets, German submarines, you know. Just stay here and look. Out.

FELIX
Well I can do that. I’ll be the look out.

Fritz positions Felix facing off of the ship. He stays a moment, then 
yawns.

FRITZ
Boy, I’m exhausted. I think I’m gonna call it a night. Mind watching my half of the ship too?

FELIX
Okay.

FRITZ
You’re my favorite Felix.

FELIX
Wait, I have the watch from midnight to six. What do I do about that?

FRITZ
Great, you’ll already be awake.

Fritz leaves. Soon, a narwhal walks by the stage. It’s just a man in 
an all black leotard, with a horn on his head. It’s also stuck in the 
netting.

FELIX
Oh no, I must be dreaming. I see a crazy... what are you?

NARWHAL
I’m a narwhal, obviously. Look at my dumb horn.

FELIX
Oh, okay. I see it now. Sorry to be rude, but, I have a very vivid imagination. Are you real?

NARWHAL
Unfortunately, yes. 

FELIX
Unfortunately?

NARWHAL
Look, will you help me out of these nets?  If you don’t help, I’ll have to ask the normal whales and they’ll 
make fun of me again for having a horn.

Felix starts to help him out.

FELIX
Are these our nets?
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NARWHAL
(nods)

Yep, they’re ruined too. I don’t have any of the grace of the other sea animals. I saw a dolphin the other 
day do a backflip. A backflip!

FELIX
I’m sure it’ll be fine. 

Felix holds the net up and it is absolutely destroyed.

FELIX
You’re already untangled, see?

NARWHAL
I’ll probably just get trapped again tomorrow though. Stupid horn always gets tangled.

FELIX
Don’t listen to them. You’re not stupid. You’re like...

NARWHAL
A seal with a stupid horn.

FELIX
I would have said unicorn of the sea.

NARWHAL
Sure, a unicorn. Like those are real.

The narwhal leaves Felix there holding the destroyed net. Felicia 
enters.

FELIX
You’re not gonna believe it, there was a talking narwhal --

FELICIA
Oh my gosh, you’re right. I don’t believe you. What did you do to the nets?

FELIX
Oh, the narwhal got tangled. I had to cut him loose.

FELICIA
How the heck are we going to catch any cod now? Felix, you’re incompetent. You’ve got to stop with these 
stupid daydreams. The Captain’s right.

FELIX
He mentioned me? What did he say?

FELICIA
That you’re a “fucking fuckup who fucks everything up.”
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FELIX
That’s a bit harsh. I’m not that bad really, and I was just trying to help.

FELICIA
Look, just leave me alone, alright? I want to think.

FELIX
Oh. Okay, sure. I’ll let you think. On your own. I’ll be quiet. What are you thinking about?

FELICIA
The Captain.

FELIX
Oh, sure. What about him?

Felicia glares at Felix.

FELIX
Quiet time.

They split up, each looking out at the stars and the moon.

Soft music rises, prompting a slow, dreamlike duet for the two of 
them.

FELIX
THIS QUIET, TENDER MOMENT, WITH EVERYONE ASLEEP/
FOREVER, I HAVE WONDERED, WAS THERE A PLACE FOR ME./ 
I’VE FOUND IT, ON THE OCEAN, A THRILL OUT ON THE SEA:/ 
STARS THAT YOU CAN TAKE WITH YOU BUT NEVER REALLY KEEP./ 
A MOON TO LAST FOREVER, SMILING WITH ME AS I ROAM/ 
ALL THAT’S REALLY MISSING IS A PLACE TO CALL YOUR HOME/ 

FELICIA
THIS QUIET, TENDER MOMENT, THE DILIGENCE ASWAY/
I’VE ALWAYS FELT SO FAR OFF, ADRIFT OUT ON THE SEA/
SO WHY NOT JUST EMBRACE IT? THAT’S WHERE I WANT TO BE/
THE WIND TO HOLD ME CLOSELY, THE TIDE TO GUIDE THE WAY/
A MOON TO LAST FOREVER, SMILING WITH ME AS I ROAM/
ALL THAT’S REALLY MISSING, IS A PLACE TO CALL YOUR HOME/

FELIX
I KNOW I’M ASKING TOO MUCH BUT LET EVERYTHING BE BRIGHT/ 

FELICIA
IF ONLY I COULD SHOW YOU WHAT I LOOK LIKE IN THE LIGHT/

FELIX & FELICIA 
A MOON TO LAST FOREVER, SMILING WITH ME AS I ROAM/
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FELIX
AND SOMEHOW /

FELICIA
SOMEWAY /

FELIX & FELICIA
SOMETHING WILL BE ALRIGHT, SOON./

The Musician rushes in. It looks like the song’s going into another 
verse.

HENLEY
Shut the fuck up down there with that singing! Sweet dolphin jism, you’re gonna keep me up all night then 
get me killed by the Captain! 

The Musician, heartbroken, exits.

HENLEY
(to Felix & Felicia)

Look at me! Look at me! Shut the fuck up.

FELICIA
Sorry.

FELIX
Sorry.

They realize how close they are to each other, and that they’ve 
shared a strangely intimate moment.

FELIX
Sorry. I --

FELICIA
Yeah... I’m going to bed.

Felicia heads belowdeck.

HENLEY
And then, when he least expected it, that Felix fell in love. Of course, one minute you’re singing a duet 
with a pretty girl dressed like a boy on a cod fishing trip, and it means nothing at all, then all of a sudden, 
a mermaid comes along and you fall head over heels. Isn’t it always like that?

ETOILE, a mermaid, beautiful but shy, glides up to the ship. She 
stares up at Felix, who sees her and smiles. He waves. They fall in 
love before a single word is spoken.

FELIX
Hi.
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ETOILE
Hello.

FELIX
I think I’m in love with you.

ETOILE
Swimming sea cucumbers! I love you too, ever since I first laid eyes on you, but was too shy to tell you until 
you told me first.

They kiss passionately, but she pushes him away.

ETOILE
This can’t ever be! We come from different worlds!

FELIX
I don’t care! We’ll have dinner parties with sea urchins!

They kiss again.

ETOILE
But how will we go to the deep sea vents of the Caribbean for our honeymoon when you can hardly swim?

Felix tries to come up with an answer, but can’t.

FELIX
We’ll... We’ll figure something out I bet.

(thinking out loud)
Will I have to bring guests to the master bath to introduce them to my wife?

ETOILE
I’m leaving you, Felix my love! I can never make you happy the way someone with legs and a human vagina 
can! Think of me fondly and often!

FELIX
I will! I’ll never forget you! What’s your name?

ETOILE
It doesn’t matter! I’m a mermaid!

She swims away. Felix weeps, potentially in the same spotlight as 
Donnach earlier.

FELIX
No! Curse you gods of the sea! Oh! Why? I’ve never been so heartbroken.

He stands, readjusts his clothing.
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FELIX
Alright, Felix, pull yourself together. You can learn from your mistakes. If you never really commit to falling 
fully for another person, you’ll protect yourself from ever feeling pain again. Yeah, if I build up walls and 
always hold back just a little bit, I can’t go wrong in relationships! Phew! That wasn’t so bad, really.

Captain Chapman enters followed by the rest of the crew as Fritz 
cranks the backdrop back to day.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Let’s get going you bastards! Cast some rods. We’ve got cod to catch and turn into gold.

The crew bustles about letting lines out, along with nets and various 
traps.

FELIX
Oh boy! Fishing, finally! I mean, okay, whatever. I’ve had my heart broken, this is no big deal.

Felix tries his darnedest to just be cool, and not be so obviously 
excited about what’s happening.

HENLEY
(to audience)

I bet you were all thinking to yourself, when the hell are these fishermen going to fish? Right? 
(shrugs)

They’ve been at sea for like twenty minutes, when the hell does the fishing start?
(explodes)

Now, you impatient pieces of shit! We’re fishing now. You can’t just fish right off the shore for cod, 
especially with the Coast Guard looking out for you, and with German submarines. Fishing takes fucking 
time. It’s a long, slow, time-honored tradition. You know what, I don’t have to defend myself to you 
assholes, I’m not the idiot who thought we were only going to use that one net! 

Felix picks up his shredded netting, which the Captain sees.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Felix! What did you do to that netting?

FELIX
I had to cut it. There was a nawrwhal stuck in there. He seemed really sad.

DONNACH
Oh, that’s a gowky good sign that is. Someone you thought was lost forever is coming back after all. Gowky 
good. The unicorn of the sea. Wish I’d seen a narwhal, then maybe... Nope.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
I don’t care if there’s a unicorn with a pot of gold for a head stuck in there! You cut these nets and I’ll cut 
your throat! You understand me?

DONNACH
Hi-de-ho! I’ve caught something! Felixes, help me haul in this netting!

Felix and Felicia rush over to help Donnach lug a net in.
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FELIX
Boy, this sure is heavy!

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Haul that in boys! Speedy!

FELIX
It’s slipping!

He can’t hold his end, and it all goes over. 

FELIX
Sorry, sir.

Everyone stares at either him or the Captain, just waiting for an 
explosion.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Sorry? Sorry? Not as sorry as I am that Hersh hired such a pathetic excuse for a sailor! 

Hersh enters.

HERSH
My most shamefaced of apologies, sir.

Hersh exits.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Did your mother breast feed you with rat poison? If I didn’t know better, I’d say I’d hired a blushing bride 
to be, dressed up like a boy.

FELIX
I just --

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Don’t say another word! From now on, I want you to look out for Germans, because if we see any, I’m 
going to hand you over to them! Does that sound good?

FELIX
(nods, then)

Um, if I see Germans should I just wave, or...?

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
No! 

Felix salutes the Captain quickly.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
And don’t salute, this isn’t the fucking navy. It’s a fishing ship. Now sit down and stay out of everyone’s 
way.
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Felix sits, and the rest of the crew goes back to fishing. He looks 
bored.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
(to Felicia)

Nice work there other Felix. You’ve got a good head on your shoulders. Keep it up, you’ll go far.

He pats her on the back. Felicia nearly swoons. She steps out to the 
audience.

FELICIA
Oh, Captain Chapman! I knew I liked him, but it wasn’t until he touched me that I knew: I love him! He’s 
strong, and smart and... and... he believes in me. Well, boy me, but still! My father never would have told 
me good job, and as we all know, everything a woman thinks about men is because of her father! I could 
almost die just knowing the Captain cares about me at all!

HENLEY
Hey! Girl Felix! That’s my job, alright? Get back to work!

(to audience)
It’s true though, girls do feel everything based on their fathers, or their periods. That’s a fact we all know 
about women. Unlike us men, purely rational beings, who think with our cocks. Anyway, I’ll leave the fishing 
for now. And we’ll move to the last night before the end of Act One. Fritz!

The crew start to leave the decks. Felix remains, Fritz pops up.

FRITZ
Henley?

HENLEY
It’s night time.

FRITZ
You know where the crank is.

HENLEY
Sure I do, but... I mean, no I don’t I’m blind. And an old man.

FRITZ
Fine.

Fritz goes and turns the crank to change the backdrop to night 
again. Felix looks out over the water.

FELIX
Fishing is sad. And boring. I feel awful.

Etoile returns.

ETOILE
Felix! I found you!
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FELIX
Etoile!

ETOILE
I’ve slept with lots of mermen but I still miss you! More than ever!

FELIX
I’ve missed you too. Nothing’s been okay without you! How many mermen?

ETOILE
That’s not important.

She pulls him in for a a kiss. He pulls  himself away.

FELIX
What, three?

ETOILE
I guess we haven’t changed really.

FELIX
I have! I’m sadder now! We can make it work if we just try!

They make out. She pushes him away.

ETOILE
But I still hate your family!

FELIX
And I’m still jealous of your male friends. We should’ve known better than to try to get back together!

ETOILE
It never really works.

She starts leaving.

ETOILE
Bye Felix! Let’s always be friends!

FELIX
That’s going to be pretty much impossible!

ETOILE
We should try!

FELIX
I still have feelings for you and you live in the middle of the ocean!

ETOILE
You’re right. And you live on a boat! Bye!
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She’s gone. Felix falls to his knees again.

FELIX
Nooo! Why? Curse you gods of the sea!

Fritz enters.

FRITZ
Hey, Felix? I’ve been talking with some of the other guys, and we were wondering if you could maybe avoid 
singing and crying in the middle of the night always? It’s getting pretty obnoxious.

FELIX
Sorry, it’s just --

FRITZ
Oh, I don’t care why you do it. I just want it to stop. See you later!

Fritz changes things back to day. Henley comes down from his crow’s 
nest as Felix putters about being miserable.

HENLEY
Now, act one’s basically over, we’ve just got one or two... Felix would you get the hell out of the way? 
Thank you.

Henley runs around the stage, adjusting curtains, turning on 
backstage lights, running lines, hauling buckets of water.

FELIX
I could help if --

HENLEY
No, I’d rather have an old blind man doing all these dangerous tasks, personally. No offense Felix.

FELIX
None taken.

Behind one of the curtains that is now back lit, the shadows of two 
submarines appear. Two silhouettes appear as well, and heil towards 
the submarines.

NAZI VOICE (O.S.)
Sig Heil mein kommandant! Wir erwarten ihre Befehle.

FELIX
Henley?

NAZI VOICE 2 (O.S.)
Bleiben Sie an Bord! Wir werden umkehren.

FELIX
Henley! Quick, look! There’s Nazi spies on the ship! Two of them.
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HENLEY
I’m blind! I can’t be looking at stuff. Besides, I’m busy getting this all ready! 

FELIX
Henley! This is important!

HENLEY
So’s this!

FELIX
What?

Henley runs on with a bucket of water, splashing Felix directly in the 
face.

HENLEY
A storm!

Felix sputters and runs over to some rigging, trying to pull it in.

FELIX
Help! Other Felix! Donnach! There’s a storm! I don’t know what to do! We’re going to crash into 
something! Henley, you’ve got to help me.

HENLEY
Sorry, Felix, I saw it all in my visions, we crash into a desert island now. 

FELIX
We’ve gotta brace ourselves.

HENLEY
Not right now.

Felix relaxes a little bit.

HENLEY
Now.

There’s a loud crash, and Felix and Henley are thrown forward, 
Henley falls right off the boat, disappearing in front of the stage.

FELIX
Henley! Man overboard! Help!

The Captain and rest of the crew enter, looking alarmed.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
What is going on up here? Felix, what did you do now?

FELIX
Captain, Henley went overboard, he’s probably drowned!
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HENLEY
(stands up)

No, I’m not. We hit an island. I’m standing on it.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Well, I don’t care if we’re on a desert island, I’m still --

FELIX
Captain!

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
That’s right Felix. And as such --

FELIX
I’ve got to tell you something. It’s urgent! A matter of life or death! I saw --

FRITZ
A narwhal who talked with you about our nets?

Everyone LAUGHS.

FELIX
Yes, but I’m talking about --

FRITZ
The mermaid you fell in love with that nobody else saw?

Everyone LAUGHS.

FELIX
She’s shy! Nazis, captain! There are Nazis on board.

There’s a moment of silence before everyone LAUGHS.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
As a practical man, I obviously can’t believe you. Especially when I’ve been reminded of all the other 
ludicrous things you say you’ve seen.

A crazed, old RUMRUNNER runs on.

RUMRUNNER
Ho ho ho! I see! Here to steal my rummy rum are you? Not that I have any, that’s illegal, prohibited by 
prohibition! Be gone pirates! 

HERSH
What could this mental mendicant be madgering about?

DONNACH
What the fuck’s happening?
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AMELIA EARHART enters, she’s old and clearly going a little bit 
crazy. Captain Chapman spots her and freezes, stunned.

AMELIA
Help! I’m Amelia Earhart! Get me off this horrible island! I’ve been trapped here for years with this 
disgusting bootlegger!

RUMRUNNER
Quiet down! I ain’t a bootlegger! These fellas might be with the government! I never legged no boots.

AMELIA
I am famous! Don’t you talk to me like that, rumrunner. 

DONNACH
Prohibition’s over, ya neap. Fancy a nip?

RUMRUNNER
It’s a ruse! Trying to trick me into admitting I drink the devil’s liquid, eh? Well, I don’t sir. Never ever. It’s a 
terrible affliction on man, the alcohol.

DONNACH
More for me, I suppose.

AMELIA
Sam?

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Amelia.

FELICIA
You know each other?

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
We were... engaged. Before.

AMELIA
What are you doing at sea? You’re a world renowned chemist!

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
That was a long time ago, Amelia, when I was a world-renowned chemist. I left my chemistry behind, just 
like you left me behind to explore the world, and marry that... publisher. Now I’m the Captain of a ship, 
married to the sea. Get back to work you mangy dogs! Haul in these two. We’ll return ‘em to the States.

FELIX
You were a chemist?

FELICIA
You were engaged?
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FELIX
(to Amelia)

You married a publisher?

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Shut your mouth holes, both of you Felixes! We haven’t got time to be rescuing people, and catch cod, 
and chitter chatter about my tragic past. Which I don’t care about anymore anyway! 

(he does)
I’m fucking over it! 

(he isn’t)
Let’s go. 

He tries to leave, but trips over his own too big shoes.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
Fuck!

He retreats to his cabin.

HERSH
You audibled the Captain. Donnach, Henley, bolster Ms. Earhart and Mr. Rumrunner aboard. 

Donnach and Henley help the Rumrunner and Amelia onto the ship.

RUMRUNNER
I ain’t a rumrunner. I’m... a purveyor of illicit goods.

AMELIA
Oh, be quiet, sport. We’re saved. We simply must have some music, to celebrate!

The musician enters as fast as he can. He’s just about to start when 
the Captain enters.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN
No!

He runs over, ripping the instrument out of the Musician’s hands, 
smashing it to pieces on the stage. 

The Captain then exits again, tripping once more, with a sob.

HENLEY
Well, it’s probably going to take us about ten minutes to fix The Diligence and get her out sailing again,

(looks back to cast)
so why don’t you all take a break? 

(to audience)
You know what, I’m not asking, take a break for fuck’s sake. It’s still my story, even if it is a little off the 
rails, and I’m taking a break, you can do whatever you want.

(to Fritz)
Get the curtain.
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FRITZ
Are you sure?

HENLEY
The curtain! Now.

FRITZ
Alright.

Fritz pulls a rope and the curtain falls, directly on Henley, who has to 
struggle to get back behind it.

End of Act One.
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